
How to escape the quarantine 
 
This is applicable only if you arrived (or you will arrive) to Hungary after 10th September and received 
a document called „Tájékoztatás járványügyi megfigyelés ideiglenes intézkedésként történő 
elrendeléséről” (https://www.bud.hu/file/documents/3/3584/karantenlap_hun.pdf)  at the 
Hungarian border. 
 

Be sure to keep this document, you will need it when your quarantine is over!! 
 
If you did NOT receive this form at the border, you cannot be part of the process! 
If you are NOT coming to Hungary this semester, you cannot be part of this process. 
 
 
If you arrived before 21st September: You need to spend 14 days in quarantine 
If you arrived on the 21st September, or after: Yo need to spend 10 days in quarantine 
 
NON-EU STUDENTS: 
 
To get out of quarantine before 14 / 10 days, you need two negative COVID PCR tests. 
In order to leave your home for the COVID test, you need authorization.  
To get this authorization, you need to do the following: 

- Read the attached privacy policy (you don’t need to send it back) 
- Fill every blank space in the ’Power of Attorney’ (be sure to include your postal code, floor, 

door number, etc. at your address!).  
You CAN fill it in and sign it by computer, it will be accepted. You will need to attach it as an 
email and send it to me. Copy-pasting it is NOT enough!! Here is a guide for Gmail users: 
https://gsuitetips.com/tips/gmail/send-an-email-as-an-attachment-in-gmail/ 

- Send me a photo of the filled in„Tájékoztatás járványügyi megfigyelés ideiglenes 
intézkedésként történő 
elrendeléséről”(https://www.bud.hu/file/documents/3/3584/karantenlap_hun.pdf) you 
received at the Hungarian border. 

- Also write me the DATE when you ENTERED Hungary 
- You must already have booked appointments for BOTH Covid tests and you need to send me 

these dates as well! 
 

! If you any of the above is missing or incorrect, we cannot send them to the government ! 
 
I will send you the authorization as soon as I get it from the government. Once you have it: 
 

- Get the tests done (we recommend Medicover https://medicover.hu/en/, phone +361 465 
3131 ; please note that your Medicover insurance does not cover the tests) 

- Send me your test results IN .PDF FORMAT! 
- I will send you the documents that will let you finish the quarantine when I get them from 

the government. 
 
Please note: The process above will take at least 8-9 days and will cost you around 130 EUR. 
 
EU / Canadian / USA STUDENTS: 
 
To get out of quarantine before 14 / 10 days, you need two negative COVID tests. 
(You can use one Covid test that you took in a Schengen country NOT MORE THAN 5 DAYS before you 
will take the second one in Hungary!) 

https://www.bud.hu/file/documents/3/3584/karantenlap_hun.pdf
https://gsuitetips.com/tips/gmail/send-an-email-as-an-attachment-in-gmail/
https://www.bud.hu/file/documents/3/3584/karantenlap_hun.pdf
https://medicover.hu/en/


 
In order to leave your home for the COVID test, you need authorization.  
To get this authorization, you need to do the following: 

- Read the attached privacy policy (you don’t need to send it back) 
- Fill every blank space in the ’Power of Attorney’ (be sure to include your postal code, floor, 

door number, etc at your address!).  
You CAN fill it in and sign it by computer, it will be accepted. You will need to attach it as an 
email and send it to me. Copy-pasting it is NOT enough!! Here is a guide for Gmail users: 
https://gsuitetips.com/tips/gmail/send-an-email-as-an-attachment-in-gmail/ 

- Send me a photo of the filled in„Tájékoztatás járványügyi megfigyelés ideiglenes 
intézkedésként történő 
elrendeléséről”(https://www.bud.hu/file/documents/3/3584/karantenlap_hun.pdf) you 
received at the Hungarian border. 

- Also write me the DATE when you ENTERED Hungary 
- You must already have booked appointments for BOTH Covid tests and you need to send me 

these dates as well! 
 

! If you any of the above is missing or incorrect, we cannot send them to the government ! 
 
I will send you the authorization as soon as I get it from the government. Once you have it: 
 

- Get the tests done (we recommend Medicover https://medicover.hu/en/, phone +361 465 
3131 ; please note that your Medicover insurance does not cover the tests) 

- Send me your test results IN .PDF FORMAT! 
- I will send you the documents that will let you finish the quarantine when I get them from 

the government. 
 
 
Ádám Oláh 
adam.olah@metropolitan.hu 
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